
 

 

 
From the kutir of mayesvara dasa (ACBSP): 
(805) 640-0405  ·  mdjagdasa@gmail.com 

Wednesday, May 6, 2024 

Questions the Poison Conspiracy Anarchists Refuse to Answer 

The Socratic method for uncovering the truth is to ask revealing questions.  The book DECEPTION 

exposes a litany of inconsistencies in the Poison Conspiracy and as long as those promoting this charade continue to 

avoid doing that, it is all and honest individual needs to fully dispose of this mendacious rumor. 

“Our greatest pretenses are built up not to hide the evil and the ugly in us, but our emptiness. Facts do not cease to exist be-
cause they are ignored.” - Aldous Huxley 

Legal Bluffing 

1. Why does Nico appeal to the “Court of Public Opinion” instead of a real court where 12 jurors could hear 

all of his proof, rule on it and punish the offenders if proven guilty? 

2. Why is so much, rumor, inuendo, character assassination and pseudo-science relied on for P-Con 

evidence?  

3. Why have the details of the P-Con allegation changed so many times since 1999?  

4. Nico tells us that Napoleon was allegedly poisoned by his own senior officers and compares that to how 

he claims Srila Prabhupada was betrayed.  However, Napoleon was NOT poisoned by his own men and 

died a natural death just like Srila Prabhupada did.   So, is this an example of Nico’s very bad research or 

just another way he attempts to keep his sordid ruse alive? 

5. Nico claims to have spent $300,000 promoting an event that never happened. On several occasions he has 

threatened ISKCON managers to “confess” to the crime of poisoning Srila Prabhupada because if they 

don’t, he threatens to finish them off with his legal team!   But since 1999 Nico has NOT been able to 

convince ANY firm or attorney to take his fabricated allegations seriously, so what legal resource is he 

referring to?  Failing to disclose even ONE member of his legal team for all this time shows proof that 

Nico has no case and is simply bluffing. 

6. To further his malicious agenda Nico started the rumor that Adi Kesava’s father worked for the CIA and 

had contacts to give information on how to poison Srila Prabhupada.  That got picked up by ISKCON-

Bashers who use it whenever it can be used to tear down ISKCON’s integrity.   Nico takes advantage of 

all this suspicious gossip to further his P-Con agenda casting Adi Kesava and his dad as possible players 

in filling in aspects of the unexplained P-Con anomalies.  However, all references to the CIA and Adi 

Kesava’s father are another example of pure P-Con hype.  When Adi-Kesava was requested to address all 

the rumors he clearly confirmed: 

A. His father was never employed or involved with the CIA. 
B. None of his father's activity were pertinent to ISKCON. 
C. Both of his parents cared deeply about the devotees they knew.  
Why does Nico continue to cast suspicions over Adi Kesava and his father despite these given facts? 

How Time Exposes the P-Con Fraud http://jagannatha.com/how-time-exposes-the-p-con-fraud/ 
Poison Conspiracy Has NO Scientific Proof http://jagannatha.com/p-con-not-scientifically-proved/ 

 

Unprofessional & Absurd Non-Reasoning 

1. Nico postulates that Tamal Krishna Goswami (TKG) began poisoning His Divine Grace (HDG) in Feb 

1977.  At that time Srila Prabhupada was praising TKG for the tremendous success he had with the six-bus 

http://www.cp-tel.net/miller/BilLee/quotes/Huxley.html
http://jagannatha.com/p-con-not-scientifically-proved/
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Radha Damodar Travelling Sankirtan Party campaign, the management of the 13 story 55th Street Temple 

in Manhattan NY, and the victory of the court case established ISKCON as a legitimate religious 

institution!   What reason would TKG have to poison HDG when he perhaps was the most internationally 

praised disciple in 1977?  

2. Why are so many of the references used to prop up the P-Con unanimous or unknown?  Why should any 

reasonable person accept any testimony from witnesses that Nico says he cannot (or will not) identify? 

3. The children’s Chicken Little story cautions us to be wary of four ways con-artists cheat the gullible.  

#1 Use of flattery to convince insignificant people they are born leaders. 
#2 To influence the masses, aim first for the least intelligent. 
#3 If you tell them a lie don’t tell a little one, tell a big one. 
#4 Use propaganda to undermine the faith of the masses in their leaders. 

In the book DECEPTION, numerous examples of how Nico crafted his P-Con propaganda to flatter the 

least intelligent with his big P-Con lie that undermines their faith in ISKCON.  That is so unprofessional 

we would like to know why he does that if he had real court-worthy evidence to make his case? 

4. In 1999 Nico originally reported with100% certainty that Srila Prabhupada was poisoned by arsenic.  

Almost 20 years later he then reports with equal certainty that it was cadmium which drove his soul out. Is 

this another example of Nico’s sloppy research or an example of the attention craved “Boy Who Cried 

Wolf” syndrome? 

5. Is it honorable for Nico to cry “murder” based predominantly on feelings, presumptions, and a sever 

distrust for the GBC when he admits he has no reasonable explanation for HOW the crime was committed?   

6. Law enforcement is very careful to establish a reasonable cause before they arrest anyone, especially in a 

murder case!  Why are those who continue to prop up the P-Con so willing to ignore this important 

principle even at the risk of being libel for criminal slander? 

Nico No-Logic Exposed Nov 2022 http://jagannatha.com/nico-burnt-pie-logic/ 
Poison Conspiracy Utilizes Chicken Little Tactics http://jagannatha.com/p-con-lessons-from-chicken-little/ 

What are the Odds? http://jagannatha.com/what-are-p-con-odds/ 

 

Whisper Evidence 

1. The possibility of finding hidden P-Con whispers, ignited sleuths everywhere. to rigorously listen for 

confessions lurking on the last few Prabhupada recordings.   Those hounds originally tweaked out 54 

suspicious sounds but they were so absurd even deranged Nico realized they could not be pumped up 

enough to support his P-Con ruse.  So that list got cut to just four potential incriminating whispers and then 

one of them immediately got cut as flimflam by his own hired audio staff.  

Despite what Nico claims, the audio engineers did NOT agree on the details of what was said on those three 

ambient sounds.   When an unprejudiced ear listens to these sounds, they fail to provide any evidence that a 

crime was committed.   Even Nico agrees “on their own, whispers prove absolutely nothing!”  So why do people 

keep referring to the whispers as proof Srila Prabhpada was poisoned? 

2. Tamal Krishna Goswami is accused as being the mastermind behind the complex conspiracy to poison Srila 

Prabhupada.  He allegedly executed his brilliant plot without ever being caught or questioned about any of 

his actions.  Yet at the same time, TKG is portrayed as being so pathetically stupid he knowingly made self-

incriminating statements, to a bystander, loud enough to be captured on a tape recorder he probably started 

himself!  Was TKG brilliant, pathetically stupid, or neither and the whole P-Con ruse is just Nico’s 

vindictive fabrication?  

3. Nico tells us his star audio witness Jack Mitchel was so professional he had $250K of audio equipment and 

many years of doing forensic audio analysis.   But Jack tells us he only had about $50K of equipment and 

spend the overwhelming majority of his time studying and just making music!  Jack completely 

disappeared after milking Nico for thousands of dollars in fees and the Show FRONTLINE, produced by 

PBS, tells us Jack’s forensic credentials were forged!  If Jack Mitchel is the best witness Nico could get to 

decipher the hyped-up whisper evidence, why should any reasonable individual take any of the claims Nico 

makes about whispers seriously? 

http://jagannatha.com/nico-burnt-pie-logic/
http://jagannatha.com/p-con-lessons-from-chicken-little/
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4. Professional audio forensic engineers do NOT want to be told what to listen for when hired because if they 

are later called to testify in court, they cannot be accused of having been “Told what to listen for.”   The “Power of 
Suggestion” is so strong it compromises the authenticity of any unbiased audio analysis.  If that occurs, an 

attentive attorney would insist that evidence to be tosses out.  Nico tells us that he not only told his hired 

fleet of seven audio pimps specifically what to listen for, but exactly where to listen for it on the tape!  Is 

this the type of flim-flam nonsense you are willing to accept as P-Con evidence? 

No Whisper Evidence https://jagannatha.com/no-whisper-evidence/ 

 

Misrepresenting Srila Prabhupada’s Own Comments 

1. On numerous occasions Srila Prabhupada requested not to be taken to a hospital regardless of how ill he 

became.  On November 3rd, 1977 he specifically pleaded with his disciples: “That is my only request, that at the 
last stage don't torture me and put to death... This is the decision, that in case it does not improve, let me die here.” Srila 

Prabhupada considered hospital procedures as torture.  Nico clips out the middle portion of this 

statement to make it appear that Srila Prabhupada’s own disciples were torturing him with the intent of 

putting him to death!  Why does Nico misrepresent what Srila Prabhupada said? 

2. In a similar way Nico gives the impression that Srila Prabhupada was nervous about being killed by his 

own disciples when he said: “And Lord Jesus Christ was killed. So, they may kill me also.”  This is an excellent 

example of just how invested Nico’s is in getting you to believe what he wants you to believe.  When we 

hear the whole quote spoken on May 3, 1976 in Honolulu, Nico’s blatant dishonesty is fully revealed:  

“Prabhupada: "If this movement goes on, then how all these nightclubs will go on? How all breweries will go on? How all slaugh-
terhouse will go on, cigarette factories will go on?" … This is our position. Gradually they {...those who are flourishing by selling 
cigarettes and wine and liquor, (will say) ... "Immediately kill him."(At 6:29) ... They will want to crush down this movement. ... So, 
there may be attempt like that. And Lord Jesus Christ was killed. So, they may kill me also.”   

Nico’s purpose in life is to convince everyone Srila Prabhupada’s disciples plotting to kill him and he 

will do whatever it takes to achieve that.  Are you foolish enough to support his demoniac agenda?  

3. For many years Srila Prabhupada was a robust, fast walking septuagenarian.  When his liver and kidney 

began to fail, the life-giving quality of purely filtered blood was lost.  That led to rapid weight loss and 

made him bedridden.  Most devotees were not around HDG while this transformation occurred so when 

they eventually did see him again, they were often shocked at this transformation.  Eventually a disciple 

said something like: “It looks like you/he has been poisoned!” Indeed, it did look like that and Srila 

Prabhupada heard what was said!    

HDG was so disturbed about how his emaciated physical body caused distress to his disciples he was 

finally asked on November 8th, 1977 what was bothering him?  Srila Prabhupada responded:  “Someone says 
that, somebody has given me poison…”  He was then asked: ”Who is saying?” And his response was: ”All these 
friends… they all say.”  This was also true.  Many devotees were describing Srila Prabhupada’s new physique 

to be like that of someone who had been poisoned.  Perceiving how this turn in the conversation had raised 

even more suspicions and become counterproductive, HDG abruptly changed the conversation to astrology. 

The next day TKG was so concerned about what Srila Prabhupada had said the day before and he inquired: 

“… you said before that you… that it is said that you were poisoned?  To which Srila Prabhupada replied very 

affirmatively: ”NO!  These kinds of symptoms are seen when a man is poisoned.  He said like that, not that I am poisoned!”  
HDG unequivocally confirms that he was NOT saying he was poisoned. Yet some are so invested in 

perpetuating the ugly P-Con rumor they misconstrue this exchange by telling others he said: “Someone 
has poisoned me!”   Why would a person with integrity do that? 

4. Furthered evidence of how presumptuous the P-Con pundits are is how they admit to projecting their own 

intended interpretation into the comments of HDG.   Many believe there was a plot to murder Srila 

Prabhupada based on the false claim that he said: “Someone has poisoned me!”  Nico perpetuates this falsehood 

by making this statement the title of his first diatribe even though the spectrograph on the covers do not 

illustrate those words!  This lie gave the so-called Truth-Team an opportunity to come clean and this is a 

very rare example of where they do admit: 

“He never said, ‘.... They have poisoned me.’ It is we (investigating)(1) with facts(2) and hindsight who see it as a ca-
bal at work.(3)” -JFY 70  

 (1) Those who are investigating are the reliably incompetent agenda driven so-called truth-committee  

https://jagannatha.com/no-whisper-evidence/
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 (2) Not very many facts involved here but a whole lot of bitterness, resentment, suspicion, speculation, 

contempt, anger, and hurt etc.  

 (3) You look for what you want to find and if it is not there you just make it up!  (atmavan manyate 

jagat) 

So:  We ask again here: If the P-Con writers admit Srila Prabhupada did NOT say: “Someone has poisoned 
me!” why do so many some people continue to believe he did? 

Compare Authors http://jagannatha.com/compare-authors-credibility/ 

Poison Conspiracy Damage Control http://jagannatha.com/poison-conspiracy-damage-control-1/ 

 

Hair Analysis & Cadmium Fraud 

1. Nico attempts to show other examples of cadmium poisoning but he completely fails in that task.  When 

studied closely, none of the examples he presents have anything to do with cadmium! Is this another 

example of Nico’s incompetence, or is he relying on the ignorance of his sycophants to not even notice 

this sleight-of-word? 

2. Nico declares very assertively that Photophobia (light sensitive eyes) is a symptom of cadmium 

poisoning.  Yet this can be easily disproved by anyone who attempts to find it listed in a medical journal 

that lists the symptoms of cadmium poisoning.   

3. To explain the nefarious aspects of the P-Con, Nico enlists the “Notorious” Chandra Swami and portrays 

him as a villainous operative in Indian Politics.  He then postulates that Chandra Swami may have helped 

Tamal Krisna Goswami (TKG) with the knowledge required to make the P-Con plausible. But TKG 

barely knew Chandra Swami and was too busy with the NY court case to spend any time with him!  So 

how is this speculation any form of proof considering how unlikely it ever happened? 

4. On Oct. 25th, 1977 Tape #1 at 5:46 wherein Srila Prabhupada told Tamal Krishna Goswami: “That means he 
(Chandra Swami) is honest.”  Yet Nico writes 15 pages in an attempt to convince us how dishonest Chandra 

Swami was and a pivotal player in the conspiracy to murder Srila Prabhupada.   Is it wiser to believe 

Nico or Srila Prabhupada? 

5. Nico then speculates that Chandra Swami prepared the Ayurvedic makharadhvaja medicine Srila 

Prabhupada took with excess heavy metals for the purpose of poisoning him.  As fascinating as this may 

be, it only serves as a distractive speculation to prop up the P-Con.  Is this the best Nico can dig up as 

evidence to prop up his bogus P-Con? 

6. In the world of nuclear physics, the Neutron Activation Analysis (ANN) process is heralded for its ability 

to study the contents of a sample without destroying it.  It is specifically lauded for preserving the sample 

so it can be used for future analysis!  But Nico tells us the hair samples which allegedly generated 

abnormally high readings were destroyed from the tests Dr. Morris did.  This conveniently makes it 

impossible for anyone else to ever test them for a second opinion!  Was Dr. Morris’s work so sloppy he 

inadvertently destroyed the hair samples or did Nico destroy them so nobody could prove he lied about 

the results?  

7. Three of Nico’s hired forensic hair specialists advised that when considering the results of Srila 

Prabhupada’s hair studies to NOT: “rule out external contamination” Yet Nico intentionally disregards all of 

them, withholds this information and reports just the opposite!  Why would he do that?  

8. Nico shamelessly tells us that Dr. Morris is an expert in hair analysis.  The truth is the study he did on 

tiny particles of Srila Prabhupada’s hair was the first hair analysis he ever did with the NAA equipment.  

This explains why Dr. Morris had to make many trial adjustments to the equipment in his lab just to get 

any results.  Why does Nico misrepresent Dr. Morris’s experience in hair analysis?   

9. Nico tells us the custody of Srila Prabhupada’s hair was carefully handled according to the legal Chain of 

Custody rules required for any admittable evidence.  However; this either means Nico is pathetically 

uninformed about what those rules are, or he is simply lying about how the hair was NOT protected from 

possible malicious contamination.  Do you believe Nico is ignorant about what the Chain of Custody 

standards are, or do you think he is knowingly misrepresenting this important fact in an attempt to earn 

credibility from the ignorant? 

http://jagannatha.com/compare-authors-credibility/
http://jagannatha.com/poison-conspiracy-damage-control-1/
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10. Where did TKG acquire cadmium, the pharmaceutical knowledge of how to mix it and rate to administer 

it with the precision clockwork Dr. Morris says no ordinary joe could do?  

“The recipe, doses, and application of a slow acting cadmium poisoning was definitely beyond the ability or imagination of the 
average Joe.” -Dr. Morris -KGBG 625 

11. Originally TKG was the primary target for masterminding the Poison Conspiracy fraud.  After he passed 

away in 2003 Bhakti Charu Swami immediately became the NEW target for plotting this atrocity.  Then 

he passed away in 2020.   Why is the P-Con still being discussed if its purpose is to bring the wrongdoers 

to justice?   

12. World class toxicologist Dr. Pillay’s professional opinion is consistent with scientific medical reasoning 

& reduces the P-Con down to an unrealistic “Bollywood Thriller!”  Why is his experience as an expert in 

toxicology completely ignored by those who continue to promote the Poison Conspiracy ruse? 

13. Dr. Pillay firmly confirmed that cadmium attacks the bone and can be immediately discovered by even an 

entry level medical student.  Yet none of the medical people who examined Srila Prabhupada found any 

evidence of abnormal bone deterioration.   How would that be possible if HDG ingested so much 

cadmium over several months that it eventually destroyed his body completely? 

14. In April of 2019 KTVU television tells us about a man at Berkley Engineering & Research (BEAR), who 

attempted to poison his co-worker with cadmium exactly the way Nico accuses TKG of doing it in 1977.  

We learn how 34-year-old employee, David Xu, was arrested for poisoning the canteen of his co-worker 

Rong Yuan.   Mr. Xu got caught because Rone Yuan could taste the presence of cadmium, felt the effects 

immediately and was quickly diagnosed by the local hospital where she went for treatment.   But Nico 

tells us cadmium is tasteless but that is not what we learn from this event so what does he is his statement 

based on?   

15. How did Tamal Krishna Goswami know cadmium could be used as a poisoning agent in 1977 when in 

2013 John Hopkins University reported: “We already know about the health hazards of heavy metals like lead and 
mercury, but we don't know much about what cadmium does to the body.” 
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/elevated_cadmium_levels_linked_to_liver_disease 

No Cadmium Poison Cases in 1977! http://jagannatha.com/no-cadmium-poison-cases-in-1977/ 

Hair Studies are NOT Irrefutable Proof http://jagannatha.com/hair-is-not-irrefutable-proof/ 

 

Nico’s History of Prevarication, Dodging the Law & Pathological Cheating 

1. In the opening statement of a murder trial the prosecuting attorney would use the evidence he collected to 

explain in detail how the accused committed the crime. Nico openly admits he is guessing about many of 

the required details to reasonably explain how his destructive P-Con fantasy could have ever happened 

but so what!  Who is asking!  This is why he prefers to avoid a courtroom and prey upon the less-astute 

“Chicken Little” types.  In a desperate attempt to breathe life in to his comatose nightmare he offers a 

$50,000 reward to anyone who can help him write a more believable story.  But if he doesn’t have proper 

evidence why is any astute individual taking this obviously fictitious P-Con balderdash so seriously? 

2. Nico writes over 200 pages defaming TKG but then cries like a baby when his own train-wreck life is 

presented so others can evaluate his own very questionable credibility!  Isn’t the public entitled to know 

how dysfunctional the author of all this malicious propaganda is?  

3. Nico is so disconnected from reality that he claimed evidence of his fantasy can be found by playing 

tapes of TKG backwards.   He tells us that if one does so, we can hear TKG saying: 

Forward:     Backward: 
"under your care"    = "I kill you now" 
"and turn off the light. Would you..."  = "Fail upon arsenic" 
"travelling all over India, Srila Prabhupada" = "You're not gonna shame me along the life" 
"we're here chanting"    = "masquerade the milk 
 "translating or otherwise"   = "S'know that I'm the emperor" 
"to cook for you"    = "We fuck it" 
"Sankaracharya line will..."   = "Oh, now they arshed a cup" 
"Well, if he does not come"   = "Muck inside you flow" 

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/elevated_cadmium_levels_linked_to_liver_disease
http://jagannatha.com/no-cadmium-poison-cases-in-1977/
http://jagannatha.com/hair-is-not-irrefutable-proof/
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Will someone please explain how any of this proves anything other than just how psychotic Nico Kuyt is? 

4. Why should anyone believe anything Nico claims when his first son felt his father was such a danger to 

all those around him he created a whole website warning about his chronically selfish idiosyncrasies:   

There his son informs us: “Nico’s grandiose fantasies at the moment revolve around the theories of Srila Prabhupada’s 
poisoning.  He dreams that he will be the big shot that solves the case and puts the poisoners in jail.  He thinks he is taking on 
the GBC and that he is a threat to them.”  Are your loyalties to what his son describes as a chronic narcissist, 

self-centered, delusional, irresponsible, pathological cheater or to Srila Prabhupada’s loyal disciples?  

5. Nico ran from Fiji when his family collapsed just like he ran from North Carolina to avoid being dragged 

into court by HH Bhakti Charu Swami for slander.  Why would any stable person with integrity support 

an individual who has the nauseous reputation for casting a complex web of intentionally promoted lies 

everywhere he goes?  

6. Harry Barnes is a history revisionist and Nico praises him for the temerity to change the past when he felt 

the history books got it wrong.   In the early 1960’s Mr. Barnes began to boldly assert that the Holocaust 

in Germany never happened and they did not systematically kill six million Jews!  It is evident by Nico’s 

behavior that Harry is Nico’s idol who is acting like his siksa guru.   Devotees understand how important 

the law of association is, so: “Are you proud to follow in the footsteps of Nico and Harry?” 

7. In 1983 Nico was called to testify about his role in the abduction of the minor Robin George.  Although 

he was under oath, on the witness stand and in an Orange County Superior court the Honorable trial 

Judge Jackman presiding over the trial described Nico’s testimony as follows: “First and foremost, this court 
must state that in its view the conduct of defendants toward the plaintiffs was outrageous.  Furthermore, this court was struck 
and strongly suspects the jury was struck by the almost universal lack of candor… No one, least of all this court, likes to hear 
from witnesses who only coincidentally tell the truth." -DECEPTION 14.1.14 Nico Kuyt exposed for Perjury in Court   

8. Unable to provide convincing answers to these P-Con questions, Nico relies on his usual ad-hominem 

diversion to avoid them: “The (GBC) employed the eccentric, snarling, hyperactive, combative, and arrogant Mayeswara 
das to produce yet another whitewash denial cover-up, characterizing the “poison theory” as perpetrated by low persons with a 
hate agenda. Leaks confirmed, md extensively worked with the GBC which also funded him” -Srila Prabhupada’s Triumphant 

Departure p.557. 

This statement reveals the true character of the person who made it and is exactly how a narcissist 

is predicted to behave when challenged.  Nico further states the GBC hired me and funded my three-year 

study exposing the P-Con fraud.  But his informants are as incompetent as he is.  That is an entirely 

fabricated tale.  The truth is I spend approximately $10k of my own funds to expose Nico’s madness.  

Very few people knew I was doing this research until the results were released on Gaur Purnima Day in 

2020.  But more importantly, regardless of how the research was done, the questions remain valid and 

unaddressed.  Why doesn’t ANYONE who believes in this mass hypnotic hysteria make ANY effort to 

answer this revealing questions? 

7. In the USA every citizen is treated as innocent until PROVEN guilty.  Why does Nico and those 

supporting his P-Con assault completely disregard this legal right and jump directly into wild reckless 

murder accusations… especially when no reputable attorney is stupid enough to believe any part of the P-

Con rat-dung! 

What You NEED to Know about Nico Kuyt  https://jagannatha.com/what-to-know-about-nico/ 

Nico No-Logic Exposed Nov 2022 http://jagannatha.com/nico-burnt-pie-logic/ 
Nico Drug Dealing Role Model http://jagannatha.com/drug-dealing-role-model-nico/ 

 

Conclusion 

1. If those alleging the P-Con are so honorable, why have they flooded the public with controversial 

propaganda they know is insufficient and has never been properly cross examined?  Why do they refuse to 

give a rational response to any of these questions? 

2. The latest version of the P-Con alleges that numerous individuals on the GBC were involved in the 

poisoning of Srila Prabhupada.  If that is the case then how do you explain all of them remaining silent 

about such a colossal crime committed against their spiritual master for more than 4 decades with no one 

coming forward with a guilty conscience to break the silence? 

https://jagannatha.com/what-to-know-about-nico/
http://jagannatha.com/nico-burnt-pie-logic/
http://jagannatha.com/drug-dealing-role-model-nico/
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3. Those promoting the Poison Conspiracy have yet to address any of these questions and are very adroit 

about dodging, ignoring or belittling them.  Why would anyone who claims they want to understand what 

happened during the last days Srila Prabhupada be so invested in manufacturing evidence, withholding 

relevant facts and engaging in numerous forms of DECEPTION?  Why do they continue to be so evasive 

about discussing these questions in an open forum and mediated forum? 

4. There are so many insurmountable gaps in Nico’s fraudulent P-Con allegation, a rational person is 

compelled to ask: What is the real motive behind those who embrace the P-Con?  Are they intellectually 

challenged or suffering from an unresolved serious emotional disorder? 

Follow Up Questions Illustrated Graphically 
1. How Time Exposes the P-Con Fraud http://jagannatha.com/how-time-exposes-the-p-con-fraud/ 
2. Poison Conspiracy Has NO Scientific Proof http://jagannatha.com/p-con-not-scientifically-proved/ 

3. Poison Conspiracy Utilizes Chicken Little Tactics http://jagannatha.com/p-con-lessons-from-chicken-little/ 

4. Poison Conspiracy Damage Control http://jagannatha.com/poison-conspiracy-damage-control-1/ 

5. Hair Studies are NOT Irrefutable Proof http://jagannatha.com/hair-is-not-irrefutable-proof/ 

6. No Whisper Evidence https://jagannatha.com/no-whisper-evidence/ 

7. Dhira Govinda Self Deception http://jagannatha.com/dhira-govindas-self-deception/ 

8. No Cadmium Poison Cases in 1977! http://jagannatha.com/no-cadmium-poison-cases-in-1977/ 

9. Compare Authors http://jagannatha.com/compare-authors-credibility/ 

10. What are the Odds? http://jagannatha.com/what-are-p-con-odds/ 

11. Nico Is the Alex… http://jagannatha.com/nico-is-the-alex/ 
12. What You NEED to Know about Nico Kuyt  https://jagannatha.com/what-to-know-about-nico/ 

13. Nico No-Logic Exposed Nov 2022 http://jagannatha.com/nico-burnt-pie-logic/ 
14. Nico Drug Dealing Role Model http://jagannatha.com/drug-dealing-role-model-nico/ 

 

All of the material presented here is based on confirmable facts that many apparently are unaware of 

or prefer to remain ignorant about.  If any one feels I have misrepresented something please provide me 

with evidence about what I got wrong and I will amend the mistake accordingly.  Until then, I affix my 

signature below confirming that everything presented here is true and accurate to the best of my 

knowledge.  

 

Thank You! 

 

 
mayesvara dasa ACBSP 

AKA:  William Roberts MBA/MIS, CCP 

687 West Villanova Road 
Ojai, California 93023   mdjagdasa @ gmail.com 

Home: (805) 640-0405  Cell:/ WhatsApp#: 805 205-4086 

Who is mayesvara dasa?  
See: http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/ 

Director: 

  Destroy the darkness of ignorance with the torchlight of knowledge. -Bg 10.11 

Proprietor:  
  One who knows me will become wise and his endeavors will know perfection. 
  Complete line of devotional products at: http//jagannatha.com                                -Bg 15.20 
  Distributing the Smile of Your Dear-Most Friend! 

Author & Producer Of: DECEPTION  

  The 500p. book & 55-minute movie that exposed the Poison Conspiracy fraud with court-worthy evidence. 
   Repository of Poison Conspiracy Fraud Evidence:  http://jagannatha.com/category/historical/poison-conspiracy/ 
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